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üIntroduzione a Numba

üCUDA kernel con Numba

üGestione della memoria con Numba

üNumpy e Cupy

üEsempi: moltiplicazione matrici, istogramma, MQDB
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https://numba.readthedocs.io
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ü Numba supports CUDA GPU programming by directly compiling a 

restricted subset of Python code into CUDA kernels and device 

functions following the CUDA execution model

üKernels written in Numba appear to have direct access to NumPy

arrays

üNumPy arrays are transferred between the CPU and the GPU (also) 

automatically
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ü Python package for Just-in-Time Compilation (JIT) 

• No need for dedicated compilation step

• Use LLVM for translation to machine code (llvmlite) 

ü Numpy-aware

ü Backends for 

• CPU machine code

• Parallel Central Processing Unit (CPU) (OpenMP, TBB, ...) 

• GPU (NVIDIA, AMD) 

ü Open-Source Software, developed mainly by Anaconda

ü Architectures: Linux (x86, ppc64le, arm64), Windows, macOS
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ü Decorators are Python functions with functions as inputs, potentially modifying 

these input functions

ü Used with @decor directly before the function 

def reduce(array):

sum = 0

for element in array:

sum += element 

return sum

import numba 
@numba.jit

def reduce(array):

sum = 0

for element in array:

sum += element 

return sum
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ü@jit(nopython=True) 

• Compile function in nopython mode for best performance 

• Disable Python interpreter fully for jitted function 

• Alternative Object Mode: only compile some sub-set of target 

ü@jit(parallel=True) 
• Enable automatic parallelization 

ü@vectorize 
• Create vectorized function (like it had scalars as inputs) (Numpy ufunc) 

ü@guvectorize
• Create general vectorized function (with arrays as inputs, no outputs) 
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ü Numba is designed for array-oriented computing tasks, much like the widely used NumPy library

ü Numba understands NumPy array types, and uses them to generate efficient compiled code for 

execution on GPUs or multicore CPUs

ü The programming effort required can be as 

simple as adding a @vectorize function

decorator to instruct Numba to generate a 

compiled, vectorized version of the 

function at run time

ü This lets it be used to process arrays of 

data in parallel on the GPU

http://numpy.org/
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from numba import jit
import numpy as np
import time

x = np.arange(100).reshape(10, 10)

@jit(nopython=True)
def go_fast(a): # Function is compiled and runs in machine code

trace = 0.0
for i in range(a.shape[0]):

trace += np.tanh(a[i, i])
return a + trace

# DO NOT REPORT THIS... COMPILATION TIME IS INCLUDED IN THE EXECUTION TIME!
start = time.time()
go_fast(x)
end = time.time()
print("Elapsed (with compilation) = %s" % (end - start))

# NOW THE FUNCTION IS COMPILED, RE-TIME IT EXECUTING FROM CACHE
start = time.time()
go_fast(x)
end = time.time()
print("Elapsed (after compilation) = %s" % (end - start))
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ü Numba has the ability to create compiled ufuncs, typically a not-so-straighforward process 

involving C code

ü With Numba you simply implement a scalar function to be performed on all the inputs, decorate 

it with @vectorize, and Numba will figure out the broadcast rules for you

from numba import vectorize

@vectorize def add_ten(num):
return num + 10 # This scalar operation will be performed on each element

nums = np.arange(10)
add_ten(nums) # pass the whole array into the ufunc, it performs the operation on each element
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ü A ufunc uses CUDA on the GPU with the addition of giving an explicit type signature and setting 

the target attribute

ü The type signature argument describes what types to use both for the ufuncs arguments and 

return value

ü Use..
@vectorize(['int64(int64, int64)'], target='cuda’) # Type signature and target are

required for the GPU 
def add_ufunc(x, y):

return x + y

add_ufunc(a, b)

'return_value_type(argument1_value_type, argument2_value_type, ...)'
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üBackends for CUDA

üDefine GPU kernel with @cuda.jit

üLaunch kernel: kernel[nBlocks, nThreads](args) 

üSupport for shared memory, pinned memory, local memory

üUses NVIDIA’s NVCC compiler 
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from numba import cuda

@cuda.jit
def my_kernel(io_array):

"""
Code for kernel.
"""
# code here

ü Kernels cannot explicitly return a value

ü All result data must be written to an array passed to the function

ü kernels explicitly declare their thread hierarchy when called (the number of 

thread blocks and the number of threads per block)

üWhile a kernel is compiled once, it 

can be called multiple times with 

different block sizes or grid sizes
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ü numba.cuda.threadIdx - The thread indices in the current thread block

• range from 0 to numba.cuda.blockDim-1

ü numba.cuda.blockDim - The shape of the block of threads, as declared when 

instantiating the kernel

ü numba.cuda.blockIdx - The block indices in the grid of threads 

• range from 0 to numba.cuda.gridDim-1

ü numba.cuda.gridDim - The shape of the grid of blocks, the total number of 

blocks launched when instantiating the kernel
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from numba import cuda

@cuda.jit
def my_kernel(io_array):

# Thread id in a 1D block
tx = cuda.threadIdx.x
# Block id in a 1D grid
ty = cuda.blockIdx.x
# Block width, i.e. number of threads per block
bw = cuda.blockDim.x
# Compute flattened index inside the array
pos = tx + ty * bw
if pos < io_array.size: # Check array boundaries

io_array[pos] *= 2 # do the computation
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from numba import cuda

@cuda.jit(device=True)
def a_device_function(a, b):
return a + b

ü CUDA device functions can only be invoked from within the device (by a kernel 

or another device function)

ü To define a device function:
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ü numba.cuda.grid(ndim) - Return the absolute position of the current 

thread in the entire grid of blocks

• ndim should correspond to the number of dimensions declared when 

instantiating the kernel

• If ndim is 1  a single integer is returned

• If ndim is 2 or 3  a tuple of the given number of integers is returned

ü numba.cuda.gridsize(ndim) - Return the absolute size (or shape) in 

threads of the entire grid of blocks
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from numba import cuda

@cuda.jit

def my_kernel2(io_array):

# pos = cuda.threadIdx.x + cuda.blockIdx.x * cuda.blockDim.x

pos = cuda.grid(1)

if pos < io_array.size:

io_array[pos] *= 2 # do the computation

def matmul_gpu(A, B, C):

"""Perform square matrix multiplication of C = A * B

"""
# i = cuda.threadIdx.x + cuda.blockIdx.x * cuda.blockDim.x
# j = cuda.threadIdx.y + cuda.blockIdx.y * cuda.blockDim.y

i, j = cuda.grid(2) 

1D

2D
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ü Numba automatically transfers the NumPy arrays to the device when invoking the kernel

ü However, it can only do so conservatively by always transferring the device memory back to the 

host when a kernel finishes

ü To avoid the unnecessary transfer for read-only arrays it is possible to manually control the 

transfer

# Allocate an empty device ndarray (as numpy.empty())

device_array = cuda.device_array( shape )

# Allocate and transfer a NumPy ndarray to the device

device_array = cuda.to_device( array )
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# generate random vals

np.random.seed(42)

SIZE = 1000

A = np.ones((SIZE,SIZE)).astype('float32’)  # mat 1

B = np.ones((SIZE,SIZE)).astype('float32’)  # mat 2

C = np.zeros((SIZE,SIZE)).astype('float32') # mat where we store answer 

d_A = cuda.to_device(A) # Copy of A on the device

d_B = cuda.to_device(B) # Copy of B on the device

d_C = cuda.device_array_like(A) # malloc on the device

ü Each thread is reading from the global memory containing the copies
of A and B
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@cuda.jit

def matmul_gpu(A, B, C):

""

Perform square matrix mul of C = A * B

"""

row, col = cuda.grid(2)

if row < C.shape[0] and col < C.shape[1]:

tmp = 0.

for k in range(A.shape[1]):

tmp += A[row, k] * B[k, col]

C[row, col] = tmp
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# host à device

ary = np.arange(10) 

d_ary = cuda.to_device(ary) 

# device à host

hary = d_ary.copy_to_host()

# device à host an existing array

ary = np.empty(shape=d_ary.shape, dtype=d_ary.dtype) 

d_ary.copy_to_host(ary)

ü Device-to-host and host-to-device transfers
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@cuda.jit def kernel_func(x):

dyn_arr = cuda.shared.array(0, dtype=np.float32)

...

ü In order to use dynamic shared memory in kernel code declare a shared array of size 0

ü and specify the size of dynamic shared memory in bytes during kernel invocation

kernel_func[32, 32, 0, 128](x)

ü In the above code the kernel launch is configured with 4 parameters

kernel_func[grid_dim, block_dim, stream, dyn_shared_mem_size]
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# Create a new stream

stream = cuda.stream()

# Create a pinned array on the host for async transfers

a = cuda.pinned_array(n, dtype=np.int32)

# Create an array with a "default stream“

d_a = cuda.device_array_like(a, stream)

# Numba automatically uses async transfers when streams 

involvedd_a.copy_to_device(a, stream=stream)

# Kernel launch on stream

kernel[nblocks, nthreads, stream]
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ü A race condition in CUDA arises when threads read to or write from a memory location that 

might be modified by another independent thread

ü Generally speaking, you need to worry about:

• read-after-write hazards: One thread is reading a memory location at the same time 

another thread might be writing to it

• write-after-write hazards: Two threads are writing to the same memory location, and only 

one write will be visible when the kernel is complete

Example:

1. Read the current value of a global counter

2. Compute counter + 1

3. Write that value back to global memory Atomics: see NUMBA docs

http://numba.pydata.org/numba-doc/dev/cuda/intrinsics.html
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from numba import cuda

import numpy as np

@cuda.jit

def max_example(result, values):

"""Find the maximum value in values and store in result[0]"""

tid = cuda.threadIdx.x

bid = cuda.blockIdx.x

bdim = cuda.blockDim.x

i = (bid * bdim) + tid

cuda.atomic.max(result, 0, values[i])

ü Find the maximum value in values and store in result[0]
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Numba Libs
Random

28
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ü Numba provides a random number generation algorithm that can be executed on the GPU

ü Due to technical issues Numba GPU random number generator is not based on cuRAND

ü Numba GPU RNG is an implementation of xoroshiro128+ algorithm (has a period of 2**128 - 1)

from numba.cuda.random import create_xoroshiro128p_states, xoroshiro128p_uniform_float32

@cuda.jit
def compute_pi(rng_states, iterations, out):

"""Find the maximum value in values and store in result[0]"""
thread_id = cuda.grid(1)

# Compute pi by drawing random (x, y) points and finding what
# fraction lie inside a unit circle
inside = 0
for i in range(iterations):

x = xoroshiro128p_uniform_float32(rng_states, thread_id)
y = xoroshiro128p_uniform_float32(rng_states, thread_id)
if x**2 + y**2 <= 1.0:

inside += 1

out[thread_id] = 4.0 * inside / iterations

https://prng.di.unimi.it/
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ü Before you call the kernel, you need to initialize the state first with create_xoroshiro128p_states:

• The size of the state that you pass in to initialize needs to have a size equal to the total

number of threads

• You should also pass in an appropriate seed as well. 

• Then, when you launch the kernel, you can pass in your random states

###### run ######

threads_per_block = 64

blocks = 24

rng_states = create_xoroshiro128p_states(threads_per_block * blocks, seed=1)

out = np.zeros(threads_per_block * blocks, dtype=np.float32)

compute_pi[blocks, threads_per_block](rng_states, 10000, out)

print('pi:', out.mean())
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ü CuPy is an open-source array library for GPU-

accelerated computing with Python

ü CuPy utilizes CUDA Toolkit libraries including 

cuBLAS, cuRAND, cuSOLVER, cuSPARSE, 

cuFFT, cuDNN and NCCL to make full use of 

the GPU architecture

ü CuPy speeds up some operations more than 

100X

ü Read the original benchmark article Single-

GPU CuPy Speedups on the RAPIDS AI 

Medium blog.
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ü A library to provide NumPy-compatible features with GPU
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ü Support both CPU and GPU with the same code!
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ü cupy.asarray() can be used to move a numpy.ndarray, a list, or any object that can be passed
to numpy.array() to the current device

x_cpu = np.array([1, 2, 3])

x_gpu = cp.asarray(x_cpu) # move the data to the current device.

ü cupy.asarray() can accept cupy.ndarray, which means we can transfer the array between devices 
with this function.

with cp.cuda.Device(0):

x_gpu_0 = cp.ndarray([1, 2, 3]) # create an array in GPU 0

with cp.cuda.Device(1):

x_gpu_1 = cp.asarray(x_gpu_0) # move the array to GPU 1

https://docs.cupy.dev/en/stable/reference/generated/cupy.asarray.html
https://docs.cupy.dev/en/stable/reference/generated/cupy.asarray.html
https://docs.cupy.dev/en/stable/reference/generated/cupy.ndarray.html
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ü Moving a device array to the host can be done by cupy.asnumpy() as follows

x_gpu = cp.array([1, 2, 3]) # create an array in the current device

x_cpu = cp.asnumpy(x_gpu) # move the array to the host.

ü We can also use cupy.ndarray.get()

x_cpu = x_gpu.get()

https://docs.cupy.dev/en/stable/reference/generated/cupy.asnumpy.html
https://docs.cupy.dev/en/stable/reference/generated/cupy.ndarray.html
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ü Data types (dtypes)

• bool_, int8, int16, int32, int64, uint8, uint16, uint32, uint64, float16, float32, float64, 

complex64, and complex128

ü All basic indexing by ints, slices, newaxes…

ü Most of the array creation routines: empty, ones_like, diag, etc...

ü Most of the array manipulation routines: reshape, rollaxis, concatenate, etc...

ü All operators with broadcasting, universal functions for element-wise operations

ü Linear algebra functions accelerated by cuBLAS

• product dot, matmul, etc... decomposition cholesky, svd, etc...

ü Reduction along axes ○ sum, max, argmax, etc...

ü Sort operations implemented by Thrust: sort, argsort, and lexsort

ü Sparse matrix accelerated by cuSPARSE
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üNarrowed the gap with NumPy

ü Speedup: Cythonized, Improved MemoryPool

ü CUDA Stream support

ü Added supported functions

• – From NumPy

• – Sparse Matrix, FFT, scipy ndimage support
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ü Install CUDA SDK 

ü – If necessary, install cuDNN and NCCL too

ü Use environment variable CUDA_PATH for custom installation

ü – setup.py of CuPy findS CUDA libraries automatically

ü $ pip install cupy

https://docs.cupy.dev/en/stable/install.html
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import cupy as cp
from numba import cuda

@cuda.jit
def square(x):

start = cuda.grid(1)
stride = cuda.gridsize(1)
for i in range(start, len(x), stride):

x[i] **= 2

a = cp.arange(5)
square[1, 32](a)

print(a) # => [ 0 1 4 9 16]
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import cupy
import cudf
import cuml

# Input data preparation
samples = np.random.randn(5000000, 2)
X = np.r_[samples + 1, samples - 1]

# Create CuPy ndarray
X_cp = cupy.asarray(X, order='F')

# Convert to cuDF DataFrame
X_df = cudf.DataFrame(

[(str(i), cudf.from_dlpack(xi.toDlpack()))
for i, xi in enumerate(X_cp.T)]

from cuml import KMeans
kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=2, n_gpu=1)
kmeans.fit(X_df)



Testi generali:

1. Numba online doc documentation

2. Cupy online doc documentation

NVIDIA docs:

1. CUDA Programming: http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/

2. CUDA C Best Practices Guide: http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-best-practices-guide/

http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/
http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-best-practices-guide/

